Putting Guidelines Into Practice:
The Audit of a Diabetic
Retinopathy Classification Model
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A colorful smorgasbord of initiatives such as STARD-AI [1], CONSORT-AI
[2], and the WHO/ITU FG-AI4H created guidelines for transparent
assessment of ML4H performance. Integrating these guidelines into the ML
development process to meet technical, ethical, and clinical requirements is
challenging. While there appears to be no shortage in good practice
guidelines on paper, the question on how well they can be adopted in
practice remains unanswered. We applied the ITU/WHO FG-AI4H
guidelines [3] (process depicted in figure 1) with the following quality
assessment dimensions on three ML4H use cases.
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Diagnostic prediction of Diabetic Retinopathy

A platform for automated, standardized assessment and reporting of ML4H
applications

2. Hosted on cloud
infrastructure, new
resources are spawned
automatically when new
audit is created

Fig 2: False Negative Rate (FNR)
and False Omission Rate (FOR)
stratified across diabetes duration,
age and gender groups. Red marks
significant disparities compared to
reference

Fig 3: Model output frequency shift
after perturbing the input image with
jpeg compression

Fig 4: Interpreting model
predictions through
meaningful perturbations
1. Currently eight
interdisciplinary teams
(ML, clinical, regulatory,
ethics)

Reporting caveats for model use
Fig 1: A flow chart of the FG-AI4H assessment process and its reference documents

ML4H use-case
Task

Classification
type

Outcome

Diagnostic

binary

Diabetic Retinopathy yes/no

Diagnostic prediction of Diabetic Retinopathy (DR)
● Binary classification of DR vs. normal does not suffice the model’s intended use of
‘Detecting early signs of DR’
● Applicable healthcare context is unknown (hospital, routine care?)

Assessment challenges

Quality Dimensions
•
•
•
•

3. Any stakeholder can
pull standardized report
of the audit results

Transparent model reporting
Bias and fairness (aequitas)
Robustness under input perturbations
Interpretability

See our ML4H 2020 Spotlight for full results

● No one-size fits all assessment framework
Appropriate assessment methods need to be selected according to...
○ data
○ model tasks
○ model development libraries (e.g. tf version of model vs supported tf version of
assessment tool)
● Bias and fairness analysis is often implicated by lack of data variables such as age,
stage of disease, hospital specialization, … due to lack of collection or data protection
● Robustness analysis lacks realistic perturbations specific to the medical image
domain
● Interpretability methods explain systematic model mistakes only limitedly
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● We have cloud resources
● A small, full-time core developer team
● A collaborative and fun community around it all

luis.oala@hhi.fraunhofer.de
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